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Managed Wi-Fi & Premium Support Plans
Advanced Wireless Network Support For ITS Fiber Customers

Our advanced Managed Wi-Fi or Premium Support Plans are a low-cost alternative to managing your own wireless network.
These plans assure optimal Wi-Fi performance by providing you advanced equipment and/or technical support.
In our Premium Support Plan, the advanced GigaCenter Router equipment works seamlessly with an additional Wi-Fi
access point, called an 804 Mesh Satelite. It expands the Wi-Fi coverage in your home (even to the outside), helps ensure
mobile devices receive maximum bandwidth when you move from place to place, enhances the performance of smart
home devices and helps to eliminate interference and areas with low or no Wi-Fi penetration.
Combined with our professional remote tech support and our state-of-the-art software, we can quickly resolve most
Wi-FI issues with a phone call. Our software is so advanced that many Wi-Fi issues may be resolved even before you call.

Why Do You Need Managed Wi-Fi?
As today’s technology continues to advance, almost every device in your home needs a solid Internet connection:
computers, smart phones, tablets, TV’s, and products like doorbells, lights, and security systems. Due to the size,
construction methods and materials used in your house and the many forms of interference present in and around your
home (including your neighbors’ Wi-Fi), your Wi-Fi bandwidth can be significantly degraded causing your devices to fail
and or perform poorly.
It can be frustrating, confusing, and expensive to constantly monitor, manage or fix these Wi-Fi network issues especially
since they change from time to time.

Don’t worry! We have a better solution.
Add our Managed Wi-Fi or Premium Support Plans
to your ITS Fiber Internet service, today!

772-597-2111 or csr@itsfiber.com

www.itsfiber.com

(Advanced remote support for your Wi-Fi network)

Prompt Comprehensive
Remote Support of Wi-Fi*

Most issues resolved in minutes

Remote Assistance with Connection
of additional wireless devices

FREE

Mobile App

to self manage your Wi-Fi network

FREE Repair or Replacement
of ITS provided equipment**

(For customers who want advanced tech support, plus equipment
maintenance and extended Wi-Fi coverage in one awesome plan)

ALL FEATURES

of the Managed Wi-Fi Tech Support Plan included*

FREE Service Calls

to your location by ITS Technician to identify the source
of inside wiring issues only

FREE Repair

of inside wiring and modular jacks. Covers both phone
and Internet inside wiring

FREE Technician Service Calls

to identify the source of phone,Internet and/or Wi-Fi issues

FREE Wi-Fi Extension Unit (804 Mesh)***
Extend the Wi-Fi signal in your home

†

Tech Support plans cover assistance for the subscribing customer only and only for a customer’s main residence/address. Support to additional
residences, buildings on property, etc. may incur additional fees.
* Non-fiber customers may have some limitations of support or features. Other restrictions may apply and are subject to change.
** Covers GigaCenter or TP Link routers. Does not cover customer owned equipment. Other restrictions may apply and are subject to change.
*** Free repair or replacement of defective 804 Mesh Unit in addition to router equipment.
For full terms and conditions visit: https://www.itsfiber.com/residential-services-terms-conditions.

